HERE Location Services for self-hosting

Run HERE Location Services on your own infrastructure or preferred cloud

HERE Technologies provides a comprehensive, diversified portfolio of location services. A wide selection of our location services can be installed and run on your own servers or cloud environment, giving you full control over data security to stimulate the growth of your business and create more monetization possibilities.

How will self-hosting benefit my business?

Install and run HERE Location Services on your own infrastructure or with your preferred cloud provider for control over performance, data security and monetization.
HERE, a location data and technology platform, moves people, businesses and cities forward by harnessing the power of location. By leveraging our open platform, we empower our customers to achieve better outcomes – from helping a city manage its infrastructure or a business optimize its assets to guiding drivers to their destination safely. To learn more about HERE, including our new generation of cloud-based location platform services, visit 360.here.com and www.here.com.

Location services you can self-host

→ **Traffic services**
Traffic flow and incident information as well as map tiles with traffic overlays*

→ **Routing services**
Precise instructions for various transport modes (e.g. car, pedestrian, bicycle) and traffic conditions

→ **Positioning services**
Location information by leveraging a database with WiFi access access point information

→ **Map rendering services**
Pre-rendered map images, diverse map styles, global satellite images*

→ **Custom locations**
Storage, management and retrieval of custom POIs and polygons

→ **Geofencing services**
Monitoring of mobile assets entering or leaving a certain geographic area

→ **Geocoding services**
Conversion of street addresses to geo-coordinates and vice-versa, batch geocoding and geocoder autocomplete**

The HERE Location Services for self-hosting support some of today’s most complex business needs across a variety of industries and use cases. Whether you want to geocode massive amounts of data in batch jobs, route a truck to obey truck restrictions, give access to historical traffic data to predict better future routes, or provide access to isoline routing for customers trying to solve complex logistic problems, our self-hosting offering could be for you.

* Requires online connection to HERE cloud
** Available as a separate service
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Want to talk? We do, too. Get in touch here.